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Abstract— Conceptual Robot application for human security 

is a vital subject in the exploration area. From military space 

to the therapeutic one, numerous applications are created to 

improve human life. A mine identifying robot is a progressive 

military headway and a lifesaving development that can profit 

mankind as all. The robot is guided by an android application 

that enables it to check the contaminated region, while a beat 

recurrence oscillator is utilized as mine location sensor set on 

servo engine before the vehicle. This paper proposes an 

outline of a mine recognizing sensor and actualizing it in an 

automated model. The installed proposed framework depends 

on Arduino innovations and guided by an Android 

Application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The apply autonomy industry is a multidisciplinary field that 

arrangements with numerous parts of mechanics, hardware, 

PCs, and programming. These days it influences relatively 

every part of our lives and has amazingly advanced in the 

most recent century.  

To better take care of the above issues, the mine 

security identification creeping Robot gadget is outlined in 

light of multi-sensor remote correspondence, to replace 

people in security assessment on some unsafe destinations. 

Through remote correspondence, parameters in the working 

environment are shown ongoing on a PC screen for successful 

checking.  

An assortment of models of an android application 

controlled robots are made however the issue was forever 

their intricacy, their costly segments and their utilization in 

gainful spaces. We take note of that the latest looks into in 

robots and models building are coordinated too far off 

controlled advances utilizing Arduino Nano and Android 

applications rather than self-ruling robots for being more 

powerful and their simple mobility.  

The utilization of robots in the mine location field 

from separation can enhance tremendously the procedure, 

while the beat recurrence oscillator for the mine discovery 

component is another advancement that hasn't been 

investigated yet. In this paper an entire structure introduction 

of building an ease robot prototyping in light of Arduino 

nanotechnologies controlled by an Android application 

equipped for distinguishing mines by a planned Beat 

recurrence oscillator framework.  

This paper is separated into 5 sections that are a best 

in class that speaks to the diverse mechanical autonomy 

applications. At that point we will discuss work examination 

that portrayed the distinctive piece of the proposed robot. 

From that point forward, the diverse advances are introduced. 

The last piece of the paper is proposed to represent the last 

work and the created result.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

There are numerous takes a shot at landmine identification 

robot, checking utilizing Zigbee, robots which are accessible 

in the writing. In this section, Surveys of related takes a shot 

at the above fields are talked about. The creator's Research on 

landmine identification robot.  

 Bharath J, Automatic Land Mine Detection Robot Using 

Microcontroller.  

This paper depicts the issues looked by the Landmines that 

are looked in 70 nations. The reason for this paper is to take 

out the issues of a landmine.  

The motivation behind this paper is to plan a robot 

model which is equipped for identifying covered landmines 

and changing their areas while empowering the administrator 

to control the robot remotely from a separation.  

This innovation interfaces the metal identifier circuit 

in a robot to look through the landmines. The metal indicator 

circuit is interfaced with the robot and it is left on the required 

pursuit territory so as to distinguish the metallic segments 

utilized as a part of the landmines.  

 Michael Yu.Rachkov, Lino Marques, Anibal 

T.Dealmeida.  

The paper portrays a progressed multi-sensor demining robot. 

The robot transport framework depends on a basic structure 

utilizing pneumatic drive components.  

The robot has a hearty plan and can convey 

demining gear up to 100 kg over unpleasant territories. 

Because of the versatile potential outcomes of pedipulators to 

impediments, the robot can modify the working position of 

the demining sensors while scanning for mines.  

The recognition square comprises of a metal 

indicator, an infrared finder, and a compound hazardous 

sensor. The mechanical autonomy controlled by methods for 

an installed processor and by an administrator remote station 

in an intelligent mode. Test aftereffects of the vehicle, 

control, and recognition frameworks of the robot are 

displayed. The fundamental disservice of the apply autonomy 

weight factor because of the over-burdening of the sensor. 

 Seong Pal Kang, Junho Choi, Seung-Beum Suh, 

Sungchul Kang, Design Of Mine Detection Robot For 

Korean Mine Field. 

The design includes a track type main platform with a simple 

moving arm and a mine detection sensor (consists of a metal 

detector and a GPR at this stage). In addition, in order to 

maintain the effective distance between the land mine sensors 

and ground surface, a distance sensing technique for terrain 

adaptability was developed. 

Existing System Proposed System 

 In this framework, 

there is gadget to 

screen the 

temperature of mine 

and gas level. 

 While observing there is 

any strange condition is 

happened the framework 

will send the message to 

the fitting people. 
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 Alert isn't. Just 

guardians observing. 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

 There is no remote 

framework for 

information 

exchange. 

 There is no ready 

framework. 

 High cost. 

 Using this framework 

we can without much of 

a stretch control 

utilizing Zigbee (remote 

correspondence) 

 

ADVANTAGES 

 Fast reaction. 

 Auto ready framework. 

 No need of guardians. 

 Low cost and remote. 

 Easy to use to all mine's. 

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

As per investigations of various kinds of military agent 

models, we noticed that the vast majority of these robots are 

self-ruling, so we chose to make a robot controlled by a PC 

(computer) through Zigbee.  

Application associated by Zigbee, and we picked 

this kind of control in light of the fact that: The field checking 

activity guided by the administrator can cover the structure 

contaminated zone, while in the self-ruling robot case; it can 

skirt a few blind sides. The direction of the administrator 

enables the robot to avoid the hindrances in the field and 

advance the term of the checking activity.  

At the point when the robot is associated with the 

zigbee control interface introduced on a pc by the utilization 

of the COM connector, a message is gotten on the screen 

(Robot Connected) and the Arduino Nano electronic Board 

makes the checking task useful, while the robot begins 

accepting a controlling control arrange. 

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF ARDUINO NANO 

 
Fig. 1: Proposed Block Diagram 

V. HARDWARE & SPECIFICATIONS 

 Arduino Nano with Power Supply 

 Zigbee 

 LCD 

 GAS sensor 

 temperature sensor 

 humidity sensor 

 Driver circuit 

 Ultrasonic sensor 

 Robot mechanism 

A. Arduino Nano Controller 

The Arduino Nano is a little, entire, and breadboard-

accommodating board in view of the ATmega328 (Arduino 

Nano 3.0) or ATmega168 (Arduino Nano 2.x).  

It has pretty much a similar usefulness of the 

Arduino Duemilanove, however in an alternate bundle. It 

needs just a DC control jack, and works with a Mini-B USB 

link rather than a standard one.   

 
Fig. 2: Arduino Nano 

 

1) Technical Specs 

Microcontroller ATmega328P 

Operating Voltage 5V 

Input Voltage 

(recommended) 
7-12V 

Input Voltage (limit) 6-20V 

Digital I/O Pins 
14 (of which 6 provide PWM 

output) 

PWM Digital I/O Pins 6 

Analog Input Pins 6 

DC Current per I/O Pin 20 mA 

DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 Ma 

Flash Memory 

32 KB (ATmega328P) 

of which 0.5 KB used by 

boot loader 

SRAM 2 KB (ATmega328P) 

EEPROM 1 KB (ATmega328P) 

Clock Speed 16 MHz 

Length 68.6 mm 

Width 53.4 mm 

Weight  

Table 1: Arduino Nano Specification 

B. Motor Driver 

L293D is a double H-connect engine driver coordinated 

circuit (IC). Engine drivers go about an ebb and flow 

intensifiers since they take a low-ebb and flow control flag 

and give a higher momentum flag. This higher current flag is 

utilized to drive the engines.  

http://www.atmel.com/Images/doc8161.pdf
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L293D contains two of manufactured H-connect 

driver circuits. In its basic method of a task, two DC engines 

can be driven all the while, both in forward and switch 

heading. The engine tasks of two engines can be controlled 

by input. The rationale at pins2 and 7 and 10 and 15. 

Information rationale 00 or 11 will stop the relating engine. 

Rationale 01 and 10 will turn it in clockwise and 

anticlockwise bearings, separately.  

Empower pins 1 and 9 (relating to the two engines) 

must be high for engines to start working. At the point when 

an empower input is high, the related driver gets empowered. 

Therefore, the yields wind up dynamic and work on stage 

with their information sources. Additionally, when the 

empower input is low, that driver is incapacitated, and their 

yields are off and in the high-impedance state.  

 
Fig. 3: L293D Connection 

C. DC Motor 

DC brushed engines pivot constantly when DC voltage is 

connected to their terminals. The stepper engine is known by 

its property to change over a prepare of information beats 

(normally square wave beats) into an exactly characterized 

augment in the pole position. Each heartbeat moves the pole 

through a settled edge.  

Stepper engines successfully have different 

"toothed" electromagnets masterminded around a focal 

apparatus molded bit of iron. The electromagnets are 

invigorated by an outside driver circuit or a microcontroller. 

To influence the engine shaft to turn, initial, one 

electromagnet is given power, which attractively draws in the 

apparatus' teeth. At the point when the apparatus' teeth are 

adjusted to the main electromagnet, they are marginally 

balanced from the following electromagnet. This implies 

when the following electromagnet is turned on and the first is 

killed, the rigging pivots marginally to line up with the 

following one. From that point the procedure is rehashed. 

Every one of those turns is known as a "progression", with a 

whole number of steps making a full revolution. In that way, 

the engine can be turned by an exact edge.  

A DC engine is intended to keep running on DC 

electric power. Two cases of unadulterated DC plans are 

Michael Faraday's homopolar engine (which is 

unprecedented), and the metal roller engine, which is (up until 

this point) a curiosity.  

 

By a wide margin the most well-known DC engine 

composes are the brushed and brushless writes, which utilize 

inner and outer replacement separately to make a wavering 

AC current from the DC source so they are not absolutely DC 

machines in a strict sense. 

 
Fig. 4: DC Motor 

D. Zigbee 

Zigbee is an IEEE 802.15.4-based determination for a suite 

of abnormal state correspondence conventions used to make 

individual region systems with little, low-control 

computerized radios, for example, for home computerization, 

restorative gadget information gathering, and other low-

control low-transfer speed needs, intended for little scale 

ventures which require remote association.  

Consequently, Zigbee is a low-control, low 

information rate, and closeness (i.e., individual region) 

remote specially appointed system.  

The innovation characterized by the Zigbee 

determination is planned to be less complex and more 

affordable than different remote individual zone systems 

(WPANs, for example, Bluetooth or more broad remote 

systems administration, for example, Wi-Fi. Applications 

incorporate remote light switches, home vitality screens, 

activity administration frameworks, and other customer and 

mechanical gear that require short-go low-rate remote 

information exchange.  

Its low power utilization limits transmission 

separations to 10– 100 meters viewable pathway, contingent 

upon control yield and natural characteristics. Zigbee gadgets 

can transmit information over long separations by going 

information through a work system of halfway gadgets to 

achieve more removed ones.  

Zigbee is commonly utilized as a part of low 

information rate applications that require long battery life and 

secure systems administration (Zigbee systems are secured by 

128 piece symmetric encryption keys.) Zigbee has a 

characterized rate of 250 kbit/s, most appropriate for 

discontinuous information transmissions from a sensor or 

information gadget. 
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Fig. 5: Zigbee Module 

E. Gas Sensor 

The gas diffuses into the sensor, through the back of the 

permeable film to the working cathode where it is oxidized or 

lessened. This electro synthetic response brings about an 

electric current that goes through the outer circuit. 

Notwithstanding estimating, enhancing and performing other 

flag preparing capacities, the outside circuit keeps up the 

voltage over the sensor between the working and counter 

anodes for a two terminal sensor or between the working and 

reference cathodes for a three terminal cell. At the counter 

anode an equivalent and inverse response happens, to such an 

extent that if the working cathode is an oxidation, at that point 

the counter terminal is a decrease.  

 
Fig. 6: Gas Sensor 

1) Specification 

 Power supply Voltage: 5 volts 

 Output voltage Range: 0 -0.9 Volts 

F. Temperature & Humidity Sensor 

This DHT11 Temperature & Humidity Sensor features a 

temperature & humidity sensor complex with a calibrated 

digital signal output. By using the exclusive digital - signal- 

acquisition technique and temperature & humidity sensing 

technology, it ensures high reliability and excellent long- 

term stability.  

This sensor includes a resistive-type humidity 

measurement component and an NTC temperature 

measurement component, and connects to a high- 

performance 8-bit microcontroller, offering excellent quality, 

fast response, anti-interference ability and cost-effectiveness. 

Each DHT11 element is strictly calibrated in the laboratory 

that is extremely accurate on humidity calibration. The 

single- wire serial interface makes system integration quick 

and easy.  

 
Fig. 7: Temperature & Humidity Sensor 

G. Ultra-Sonic Sensor 

Ultrasonic sensors (otherwise called handsets when they both 

send and get) deal with a standard like radar or sonar which 

assess traits of an objective by deciphering the echoes from 

radio or sound waves separately. Ultrasonic sensors create 

high recurrence sound waves and assess the resound which is 

gotten back by the sensor.  

Sensors ascertain the time interim between sending 

the flag and getting the resound to decide the separation to a 

question. This innovation can be utilized for estimating: wind 

speed and bearing (anemometer), totality of a tank, and speed 

through air or water. For estimating pace or course a gadget 

utilizes numerous finders and figures the speed from the 

relative separations to particulates noticeable all around or 

water.  

To gauge the measure of fluid in a tank, the sensor 

measures the separation to the surface of the liquid. 

Encourage applications include: humidifiers, sonar, 

medicinal ultra-sonography, criminal alerts, and non-

damaging testing. 

 
Fig. 8: Ultrasonic Sensor Layout 

H. Power Supply 

Power supply is a reference to a source of electrical. A device 

or system that supplies electrical or other types of energy to 

an output load or group of loads is called a power supply unit 

or PSU. The term is most commonly applied to electrical 

energy supplies, less often to mechanical ones, and rarely to 

others.  
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Fig. 9: Power Supply Unit 

VI. RESULT  

 
Fig. 10: Control panel 

The application demonstrates the controls of the 

robot and furthermore demonstrates the yield of the 

distinctive sensors associated with the robot the yield of the 

sensor is remotely transmitted by the robot to the pc 

application.  

The sweep is consequently begun and is done 

through the mine identification join which is set on the servo 

engine. The servomotor is in charge of the precise turning 

activity of the identification join together and gets His orders 

from the Arduino board. The controlling is done through the 

control arrange in view of the bearing catch pushed on the 

Android interface; the Arduino board gets this request and 

exchanges it through the L298N circuit to the engines of the 

wheels so the robot is moving as per course picked by the 

administrator.  

VII. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we introduced a structure for planning mine 

identification join in light of a beat recurrence oscillator 

(BFO). We likewise exhibited a model of a sweep and inquiry 

robots utilizing the mind recognition join together. We 

manufacture an Android application good with Smartphone 

equipped for controlling the robot from separations so we can 

avoid the impediments of the independent robot.  

Mine identification robots have countless life 

applications, from intersection conceivably perilous territory 

to doing hunt and save activities in dangerous and capricious 

debacle zones. 
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